Founded on Innovation, Still Finding New Solutions

Fifty years of insight. Without an end in sight.

From complex temperature equipment in the 1950s; to the first commercial on-line gas chromatograph in 1957; to today’s only on-line total sulfur measurement method with precision and bias data 2-5 times better than any other (it’s even received an assigned designation: ASTM D7041-04) – ABB has pushed the known boundaries of process analytics.

Since our humble beginnings as Watts Manufacturing, to our current leadership in the industry, ABB has always put innovation first. Toward that end, we’ve integrated ABB resources to provide the highest measure of performance.

The results of the past five decades are clear: ABB Process Analytics has pioneered dozens of new frontiers – and is ready to lead the rest of the way, well into the 21st Century.

For more information, visit www.abb.com/analytical or contact AnalyzeIT@us.abb.com.
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